
500 Series
Miter Cutting Saws

The affordable DoALL 500 Series saws increase flexibility and improve 
efficiency in any general purpose sawing application. They cut rounds 
up to 14” in diameter, rectangles to 14” x 20”, and the saw head 
swivels manually for miter cuts. Operator-friendly NC controls on the 
500SNC allow you to quickly program number of cuts and cut length, 
with single stroke automatic indexing to 40”, and multiple indexing to 
999”.

Combine this cutting capacity with a 1-1/4” band saw blade and a 
5-HP AC inverter drive motor with infinitely variable band speeds from 
50-400 fpm and you have the ideal saws for fabricating shops, mainte-
nance facilities, tool rooms and manufacturing plants of all sizes.

Solutions For All Your Sawing Needs

*500S Shown

 

DETAILED INFORMATION

Optional UL Approval Label



The 500 Series
The 500 SeriesThe 500 Series

Convenient, intuitive controls 
simplify saw operation.

Feed force & rate control combi-
nation maximize saw productivity.

Inverter controlled band speed 
is reliable and easy to use.

Unique material height sensor 
simplifies saw operation.

Standard Features

Band door interlocks enhance 
operator safety.

Large carbide guides with 
coolant slots maximize blade life.

Gear driven brush ensures chip 
removal, extending blade life.

Flanged wheels allow better 
tracking and faster cutting.

Mist style band lubrication 
reduces saw clean up costs.

Laser generates cut line visual. Worklight illuminates sawing 
area for easier job set up.

Rugged 5-ft and 10-ft conveyors 
handle heavy loads.

Hydraulic full stroke vises offer 
fast, positive material clamping.

Saw bed wearplates are 
replaceable for longer saw life.

Combination chip tray & coolant 
reservoir speeds saw clean up.

Pockets offer safer saw 
transportation & fork lift handling.

Optional Equipment

STANDARD FEATURES 500SNC 500S 500DS BENEFIT

OPTIONAL FEATURES 500SNC 500S 500DS BENEFIT

Ideal for:•Fabrication/Welding Facilities•Machine Shops
•Maintenance Departments

•Tool Rooms•School Shops...and more!
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500SNC 500DS 500S

Capacity at 90� 14”H x 20”W, 14” rounds
(355 x 508mm), (355mm)

14”H x 20”W, 15” rounds
(355 x 508 mm), (381 mm)

14”H x 20”W, 15” rounds
(355 x 508mm), (381mm)

Capacity at 45� 14”H x 14”W, 14” rounds
(355 x 355mm) (355mm)

14”H x 14”W, 15” rounds
(355 x 355mm), (381mm)

14”H x 14”W, 15” rounds
(355 x 355mm) (3mm)

Capacity at 60� 14”H x 8”W, 10” rounds
(355 x 203mm), (254mm)

14”H x 8”W, 10” rounds
(355 x 203mm), (254mm)

14”H x 8”W, 10” rounds 
(355 x 203mm), (254mm)

Recommended Band Type 1-1/4” x .042” (34 x 1.1mm) 1-1/4” x .042” (34 x 1.1mm) 1-1/4” x .042” (34 x 1.1mm)

Band Length 197” max (5,003mm) 197” max (5,003mm) 197” max (5,003mm)

Band Speed 50-400 fpm (15-122 mpm) 50-400 fpm (15-122 mpm) 50-400 fpm (15-122 mpm)

Band Tension Spring Loaded by Handwheel

Band Drive Motor 5-HP (3.75 kW) 5-HP (3.75 kW) 5-HP (3.75 kW)

Hydraulic System Capacity 12 gal. (45 l) 3 gal. (11.4 l) 3 gal. (11.4 l)

Hydraulic Motor 2-HP (1.5 kW) 1-1/2-HP (1.12 kW) 1-1/2-HP (1.12 kW)

Wheels 20” diameter cast iron (508mm)

Feed Control Adjustable feed rate and feed force

Head Counter Balanced

Vise Hydraulic Full Height and Stroke

Coolant System Flood Coolant

Specifications
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